
====== Utopia Zine no 2 
call for participation

Utopian Dream come true?
Utopia Network is Calling for Zine no.2

Utopia is like dreams … it means no place, so it's happening in our minds …
it's basically about dreams, about something being better...  it's visions… but
it's also about making things happen, bringing people together to realize these
ideas.

At the same time Utopia is many things. It's already happening, it's not
abstract. It's places like community festivals, the moment when you have a
really nice party with your friends, a good morning in your shared flat when
you make plans together, the feeling that you are surrounded by people you
can trust and that share same idea(l)s.

For the 2nd Utopia zine, we invite you to send in your dreams to share with
others.  It could be a presentation of things, ideas, projects that did not got
realized so far, or it can also be something that is already ongoing. About
something you do yourself or together with others or about something you
observe that is connected with utopia. 

It can be drawings, sketches, a dream journal... It can be a story, a picture, an
installation, a flyer, a poster, a sticker about something that is happening, a
glimpse over the wall between now and „the non-existing place“ that „will be“
in the future. A collection of things, ideas, initiatives and activities that
empower and emancipate.

When sending your contributions, add some contact (does not have to be your
"real" name or e-mail address) so others can reach you for collaboration (in
case you'd like to). 
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Technical information:

format: A5, (print will be in black and white - web-version can also be
color, if you send in color please also ad a b/w version)

text (without layout): .rtf, .doc, .odt

pictures and graphics (and text with specific layout): .gif, .jpg, .pdf (min.
300dpi)

language: (whatever you would like to use)

zine and all materials will be published under creative commons (or
copyleft) (or anticopyright?) (declare yourself!)

for bigger files please share via some upload - riseup can only access
around 3mb of data per email.

(if  you want to) some information about yourself (or the group), contact,
what you are searching for and what you can offer (can also be anonymous)

Send your Text/Picture/whatever until 01.03.2018
contact: utopia-now@riseup.net  
write us for your contribution(s) or if you have any questions.

About Utopia-Zine
it's a transnational collaboration between 
people and groups aiming for utopia <<<

1st Issue can be found on the following link:
https://infoladen.kukuma.org/resources/ 

We want to search together how future(s) could look like without capitalism,
patriarchy, state, nation and structural discrimination. But we don't want to
wait forever, so we try to implement these ideas into daily living, our
collective structures and friend circles to make bubbles of utopia and aspects
of a good life for all of us in the present time.  
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